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Coherent population trapping in cesium: Dark lines and coherent microwave emission

Jacques Vanier,* Aldo Godone, and Filippo Levi
Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale, Galileo Ferraris, Torino, 10039, Italy

~Received 27 April 1998!

The phenomenon of coherent population trapping in alkali-metal atoms is analyzed by means of a pertur-
bation approach. Closed form transparent solutions are obtained for the coherences existing within the system
and the populations of the ground levels and of the excited state. The presence of dark lines and coherent
microwave emission from the ground state are made explicit. Experimental results that confirm the theoretical
calculations are reported for the case of cesium in a buffer gas. Conclusions are drawn in connection with the
application of coherent population trapping to the field of atomic frequency standards.
@S1050-2947~98!12709-9#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Wr, 32.10.Fn, 32.30.Bv, 32.70.Jz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The coupling of two ground states to a common exci
state by means of two coherent radiations leads to inter
ence effects in the excitation process, a phenomenon tha
been called coherent population trapping~CPT!. Its observa-
tion was first reported by Alzettaet al. @1#. A theoretical
analysis of the phenomenon was developed by Orriols@2#
and a review of its application in laser spectroscopy has b
published recently by Arimondo@3#. The phenomenon ha
been proposed for applications in the field of atom cool
@4#, magnetometry@5#, lasing without inversion@6#, and
atomic frequency standards@7–9#.

The phenomenon is readily observed in alkali-metal
oms when coupling of the two ground-state hyperfine lev
to the P state is accomplished by means of two laser ra
tions via a so-calledL scheme. When the frequency of th
two laser radiations is resonant with the transitions, an in
ference phenomenon takes place in the excitation and
atoms can no longer absorb energy from the lasers. Scat
radiation from the atoms is greatly reduced and the inter
ence leads to the presence of a dark line in the fluoresc
spectrum. The phenomenon creates also a strong coher
coupling the two ground-state hyperfine levels, but does
affect their population, which remains in thermal equili
rium. This coherence creates an oscillating magnetiza
that leads to the emission of coherent microwave radia
@10#.

The dark line can be observed directly in cells contain
the alkali atoms with or without a buffer gas. In the absen
of a buffer gas the effect takes place over a width contro
mainly by the atom transit time across the laser beams. T
may lead to a linewidth of the order of several hundred k
depending on the actual physical arrangement@11#. When a
buffer gas is used this width is greatly reduced due to
Dicke effect @12#. It is mainly controlled by ground stat
relaxation and laser power broadening. This last situatio
of great interest since it leads to linewidths of the same m
nitude as those obtained in the observation of magnetic r

*Present address: De´partement de Physique, Universite´ de Mont-
réal, Montréal, Québec, Canada.
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nance lines by means of standard radio frequency techniq
in alkali vapors. On the other hand, the emission of coher
microwave radiation may be observed in a microwave cav
tuned to the frequency of the oscillating magnetization.

The present study is concerned mainly with cesium
various buffer gases although most of the analysis can
applied to other alkali atoms. First, a theoretical analysis
CPT using a simple perturbation approach is developed.
though exact solutions of the phenomenon have been
tained by Orriols@2#, the resulting expressions are not tran
parent and do not lead to easy interpretation; numer
solutions are required to interpret the experimental data
the present perturbation analysis, closed form transparen
proximate solutions are derived for the populations and
coherences in the limit when the laser Rabi frequencies
smaller than the decay rate of theP state. A description of
the experimental arrangement used to observe the dark
and the coherent microwave emission is given. Experime
results on important physical effects and parameters are
ported and confirm the theoretical predictions. Finally, co
clusions are drawn on the possible use of the phenomeno
the implementation of practical frequency standards.

II. THEORY

The energy level scheme used in the analysis is show
Fig. 1. The two lower levelsm8 andm represent two Zeeman
levels within the respectiveF54 andF53 hyperfine levels
of the cesium ground state. The levelm represents either the
P1/2 or P3/2 states. It is assumed that these levels are dec
pled from the other states. This assumption is validated
the type of excitation used. The lasers couple the gro
state only to either of theP states. Within the ground stat
we will be able, through appropriate means such as the
plication of a magnetic field or excitation with coherent r
diation, to decouple the Zeeman levels in order to allow
observation of isolated pairs of these levels.

The laser fields are written as

E~vn ,t,z!5Eonelcos~vnt1kn•r ! ~1!

and we define the optical Rabi frequency as

vni j52~Eon /\!^ i uer–elu j &, ~2!
2345 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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whereel is the polarization vector,\ is Planck constant ove
2p, kn is the wave vector for the field at frequencyvn (n
51,2).

In part of the analysis we assume the presence of a rf fi
along thez direction, at the frequencyv rf , close to the hy-
perfine frequency,

Brf~r ,t !5zBz~r !sin v rft, ~3!

and we define the associated Rabi frequency as

b~r !52mzBz /\, ~4!

where mz is the magnetic dipole moment of the hyperfi
transition; mz5mB ~Bohr magneton! for the mF50→mF
50. This field may be created by means of a cavity as ill
trated in Fig. 2.

We make the following assumptions.~i! the population of
the ground levels tends to equilibrium at the rateg1 ; relax-
ation of the cesium atoms is caused mainly by collisions w
the buffer gas atoms or molecules and Cs-Cs spin excha
collisions; we neglect the small Boltzmann difference
populations between the ground-state levels.~ii ! in the ab-
sence of applied fields, coherence in the ground state ten
zero at the rateg2 ; the source of relaxation is essentially th

FIG. 1. Energy levels manifold considered in the analysis.v1

andv2 are the laser angular frequencies;vm8m/2p is the hyperfine
frequency~9 192 631 770 Hz! shifted by various perturbations de
scribed in the text;g1 andg2 are the ground-state relaxation rates
the populations and of the coherence respectively;G* is the decay
rate from the excited statem to the ground-state levels;D0 is the
lasers detuning from optical resonance.
ld

-
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same as in the case ofg1 . ~iii ! decay from the excited stat
m takes place at the ratesGmm* andGmm8

* , which include both
the effect of spontaneous emission and of relaxation by
lisions with the buffer gas atoms or molecules; in our ca
Gmm* 5Gmm8

* 5G* /2.
The evolution of the atomic system is analyzed in t

ensemble-averaged density matrix formalism@13#. We ob-
tain six equations, three for the populationsrmm , rm8m8 ,
rmm, and three for the coherencesrmm8 , rmm , and rm8m .
We make the long-wavelength approximation and we
sume solutions of the form

rm8m5dm8meiv2t, ~5!

rmm5dmmeiv1t, ~6!

rmm85dmm8e
i ~v12v2!t. ~7!

The resonance frequencies are affected by the Doppler
fect. However, theL excitation process used in the prese
analysis is velocity selective since the two laser fields int
act simultaneously only with a given group of atoms havi
velocity v within the rangedv. The spread of velocities in
interaction is determined by the width of the laser spectr
and the excited-state lifetime. Consequently, we assume
the lasers are in interaction with a specific group of ato
with resonance angular frequenciesvmm , vmm8 , andvm8m ,
which include a Doppler shift.

We make the rotating wave approximation and keep o
the resonant terms. We obtain for a given group of velocit
the following set of rate equations:

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the setup used for the theo
ical analysis. The cavity operates in the TE011 mode. The two laser
radiations are assumed colinear.Ptr andPfl are the transmitted and
the fluorescence optical powers, respectively, andPout is the micro-
wave cavity power output.
d

dt
rmm5v1mmImdmm1v2mm8Imdm8m2G* rmm, ~8!

d

dt
rm8m85Im ibdmm82v2mm8Imdm8m1Gmm8

* rmm2~g1/2!~rm8m82rmm!, ~9!

d

dt
rmm52Im ibdmm82v1mmImdmm1Gmm* rmm2~g1/2!~rmm2rm8m8!, ~10!

d

dt
dmm81$ i ~v212vm8m!1g2%dmm852~b/2!~rm8m82rmm!2 i ~v1mm/2!dmm81 i ~v2mm8/2!dmm , ~11!
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d

dt
dmm1$ i ~v12vmm!1G* /2%dmm52 i ~v1mm/2!~rmm2rmm!2~b/2!dm8m1 i ~v2m8m/2!dmm8 , ~12!

d

dt
dm8m1$ i ~v22vmm8!1G* /2%dm8m52 i ~v2m8m/2!~rmm2rm8m8!2~b/2!dmm1 i ~v1mm/2!dm8m , ~13!
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whereG* is the total decay rate from the excited statem to
the two ground levelsm8 and m, v215v22v1 , and Im
means imaginary part. We recall that thed i j ’s are complex
conjugates of thed j i ’s. The above set of equations is suf
cient to describe the system. A large number of theoret
works has been done on the solution of this set of equat
or related ones in specific situations@14#. Orriols @2# has
formulated a rather complete solution in the case in wh
the rf field Bz is equal to zero. The solution obtained, ho
ever, is not transparent to easy interpretation and a nume
analysis with graphical solutions is required to interpret
results. It provides nevertheless an extremely useful basis
an understanding of the physical processes taking place
gives the relative size of the matrix elements in stand
situations encountered in practice. In particular, for the c
b50, and when the lasers have equal amplitudes and t
frequency difference is close to the hyperfine frequency,
found that~1! the populationsrmm andrm8m8 of the ground
levels remain equal;~2! the populationrmm of the excited
statem is much smaller than that of the ground state a
tends to zero at high laser intensity;~3! the coherencedmm8
in the ground state is nearly21

2 and has a value only over
narrow range of the laser frequency difference; this rang
of the order ofg2 and is a function, to a certain extent, of th
laser interaction;~4! the coherencesdmm anddm8m , coupling
the ground levels to the excitedP state are very small rela
tive to dmm8 .

Based on these conclusions a perturbation calculatio
developed in order to obtain closed form analytical expr
sions for the coherences and populations, expressions
lead to direct easy interpretation of experimental data.
solve the system of equations for both cases when the rf
is either present or absent.

A. Dark lines

In this part of the analysis the rf fieldBz is set equal to
zero. This can be done by removing conceptually the ca
in Fig. 2. In that case the Rabi frequencyb is zero in Eqs.
~9!–~13!. For simplicity we assume that the two lasers a
plitude are equal, makingv1mm5v2m8m and we call them
vR . We first solve fordmm8 anddmm in zero order, that is,
rmm50, and near the center of the resonance wherev1
2vmm)2!(G* /2)2 and (v22vmm8)

2!(G* /2)2. In steady
state, we obtain

dmm5 i ~vR /G* !~rmm1dmm8!, ~14!

dmm852 i ~vR /G* !~rm8m81dmm8!. ~15!

We replace these expressions back into the steady-state
tion for dmm8 ,
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dmm8@g21 i ~v212vm8m!#5 i ~vR/2!~dmm2dmm8!,
~16!

to obtain a first-order approximation. We use the notation

d i j 5d i j
r 1 id i j

i ~17!

and we obtain

dmm8
r

52
vR

2/2G* ~g21vR
2/G* !

~g21vR
2/G* !21~v212vm8m!2 , ~18!

dmm8
i

5
vR

2/2G* ~v212vm8m!

~g21vR
2/G* !21~v212vm8m!2 , ~19!

where

v215v22v1 . ~20!

Equations~12! and ~13! are solved for conditions close t
optical resonance. Using the same notation as above we
tain

dmm
i 5

1

4

vRG* /2

~G* /2!21~v12vmm!2 ~112dmm8
r

!, ~21!

dmm
r 5

1

4

vR

~G* /2!21~v12vmm!2 @~v12vmm!2G* dmm8
i

#,

~22!

dm8m
i

5
1

4

vRG* /2

~G* /2!21~v22vmm8!
2 ~112dmm8

r
!, ~23!

dm8m
r

5
1

4

vR

~G* /2!21~v22vmm8!
2 @~v22vmm8!1G* dmm8

i
#.

~24!

The population of levelm is given by

rmm5~vR /G* !~ Imdmm1Imdm8m!. ~25!

Using the expressions just found above fordmm and dm8m ,
we obtain

rmm5
vR

2

8 F 1

~G* /2!21~v12vmm!2

1
1

~G* /2!21~v22vmm8!
2G~112dmm8

r
! ~26!

with the condition

rmm5rm8m8;
1
2 . ~27!
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The termvR
2/G* that appears in Eqs.~18! and~19! acts as

a pumping mechanism; it creates a hyperfine coherence
an associated oscillating magnetization as will be shown
low. It also leaves the ground-state populations unalte
We call it the transverse pumping rate and to simplify no
tion we defineG85vR

2/G* .
It is recalled that these expressions apply for las

closely tuned to the resonance frequenciesvmm and vmm8
and to a group of atoms having velocityvz . The resulting
Doppler effect is included in the angular frequenciesvmm
and vmm8 . Interaction with various groups of atoms at d
ferent velocities is realized by varyingD0 , the detuning of
both lasers from the Doppler free resonance frequencies.
also noted that the interaction takes place over a sprea
frequencies~or velocities! that is a function of the atom life
time in theP state and of the lasers spectral width. In t
expression fordmm8 , the hyperfine angular frequency
shifted by the Doppler effect. The resonant angular f
quencyvm8m is equal tovhf1(k12k2)vz . One thus expects
a hyperfine resonance affected by Doppler broadening. In
presence of a buffer gas, which is the case studied here
Doppler effect is cancelled through the Dicke effect@12,7#.
The effect of collisions with the buffer gas atoms is tak
into account in the relaxation ratesg1 and g2 and a redefi-
nition of the hyperfine frequency as will be done below.

In particular, these expressions show that forG8@g2 , a
condition that can be satisfied without causing saturation
the optical transitions,dmm8 is real at resonance and tends
21

2. Furthermoredmm anddm8m are very small of the order o
1022– 1023. It is finally observed thatrmm and rm8m8 are
equal with a value close to12. The phenomenon has bee
called coherent population trapping. The effects just m
tioned reinforce the validity of the approximation made e
lier in connection to the population of the excited state a
we expect that the expressions obtained to be correct ov
large range ofG8 as long as optical saturation does not ta
place.

An interesting practical aspect of these effects is obser
either on the fluorescence radiation emitted or the ene
absorbed by the ensemble. The total fluorescence po
emitted is readily obtained as

Pfl5\vLGflNrmm ~28!

while the power absorbed by a slice of thicknessdz is given
by

dPabs5\vLG* nrmmdz, ~29!

wherevL is the average angular frequency of the two lase
n is the atomic density. It is assumed that the decay from
excited state to the two ground-state hyperfine levels ta
place at the same rate. In Eq.~28!, Gfl is the decay rate of the
excited state resulting in fluorescence radiation andN is the
total number of atoms interacting with the laser field. T
value ofrmm is obtained from Eqs.~18! and~26!. Equations
~28! and~29! make explicit the presence of a sharp resona
line that may be detected directly on the fluorescence
absorption spectra. This is the so-called dark line. It is
served by scanning the laser frequency difference. I
present over the full Doppler width of the laser interacti
nd
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although weighed by the Maxwell velocity distribution. Th
full width at half the height of the dark line is

Dv1/252~g21vR
2/G* ! ~30!

and is sensitive to laser power through the optical Rabi
quencyvR .

B. Coherent microwave emission in a cavity

1. Justification of some approximations to be made

The off-diagonal elementsrmm8 and rm8m create a mag-
netization oscillating at the frequencyv21. The expectation
value of this magnetization averaged over the ensembl
readily obtained from the following equation@15#:

^Mz&5Tr~Mopr!, ~31!

and is equal to

^Mz&dv52 1
2 nmB~rmm81rm8m!dv, ~32!

wherermm8 andrm8m are given by Eq.~7! with dmm8 given
by Eqs. ~18! and ~19!. Such an oscillating magnetizatio
emits radiation at the frequencyv21. In the cavity illustrated
in Fig. 2, the magnetization excites a particular mode a
creates a corresponding field. This field reacts back on
atoms and creates an interaction at the hyperfine freque
with an associated Rabi frequency defined by means of
~4!. An examination of Eqs.~8!–~13! shows that the rf field
affects significantly the populations and the coherence o
whenb;Dv1/2. As will be shown below, this field is very
weak in our experimental arrangement, andb does not take a
large value. Actuallyb is found to be of the order of 1 to
30 s21!Dv1/2. Consequently, we can consider indepe
dently the interactions with the lasers fields and the rf fie
The solutions found above fordm8m with b50 thus applies,
and we consider by itself the radiating properties of the
cillating magnetization and its effect on the field in the ca
ity. The effect of the laser power broadening is then tak
care of through its effect ondm8m as shown by Eq.~30!.

2. Emission of microwave radiation

a. Continuous operation.We first analyze the situation
shown in Fig. 2 when the laser radiation is applied contin
ously. The rf magnetic fieldH created in the cavity may be
described by the classical field equation@12#:

Ḧ~r ,t !1~vc /QL!Ḣ~r ,t !1vc
2H~r ,t !

52Hc~r !E
Vc

Hc~r !–M̈ ~r ,t !dv, ~33!

wherevc is the cavity resonance frequency,QL is the cavity
loaded quality factor,Vc is the cavity volume,Hc is the
orthonormal cavity mode, andM is the magnetization as
calculated above. We writeM andH in complex form:

H~r ,t !5$H1* ~r !e2 iv21t1H1~r !eiv21t%z, ~34!

M ~r ,t !5$M 1* ~r !e2 iv21t1M 1~r !eiv21t%z, ~35!
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whereH1 andM 1 are complex amplitudes of the field an
of the magnetization, respectively. We replace these exp
sions in Eq.~33! and use only the resonant components. W
obtain

H1~r !5
2 iQL

11 i2QL~Dvc /v21!
Hc~r !E

Vc

Hc~r !–M ~r !dv,

~36!

whereDvc is the cavity detuning from the laser frequen
difference and is equal to (vc2v21).

The power dissipated in the cavity is given by@15#:

Pdiss5
v21m0

QL
E

Vc

H2~r ,t !dv ~37!

where the horizontal bar onH2 means a time average. W
use Eq.~34! for H(r ,t) and we obtain

Pdiss5
v21m0

QL
2E

Vc

H1* ~r !H1~r !dv. ~38!

The value ofM 1(r ) is obtained from Eq.~32! while rmm8 is
given by Eq.~7!. We finally obtain, withv21;vm8m ,

Pdiss5
1
2

N\vm8mk

114QL
2~Dvc /vm8m!

~4dm8mdmm8!, ~39!
by

-
en
n
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-
re

-
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r
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e

where k may be interpreted as the number of microwa
photons emitted by an atom in one second; it is given by

k5
NQLh8mB

2m0

\Va
~40!

andh8 is the filling factor defined as

h85
Va^Hz~r !&a

2

Vc^H
2~r !&c

. ~41!

Here^ &a means an average over the volumeVa containing
the interacting atoms and̂ &c means an average over th
cavity volume. In view of possible field inhomogeneities th
may exist in the ensemble, Eq.~39!, to be exact, applies only
to a subensemble of limited volume in which these fields c
be considered homogeneous. However, in the experime
arrangement using the microwave cavity the cell is relativ
small and, for simplicity, we will assume that the fields a
homogeneous over the ensemble.

Using the value ofdmm8 calculated previously we finally
obtain
Pdiss5
1
2

N\vm8mk

114QL
2~Dvc /vm8m!2

G82

~g21G82!21~v212vm8m!2 . ~42!
t
te
r
its

as

r

The power coupled out of the cavity by the loop is given

Pout5$b/~11b!%Pdiss, ~43!

whereb is the cavity coupling coefficient. It is readily ob
served that the ensemble radiates energy at all laser int
ties without a threshold and without population inversio
The emission has a Lorentz shape and is maximum at
frequencyv215vm8m ; its width at half-maximum is (g2
1G8)/p.

b. Transient operation.In this case the laser light is ap
plied under the form of a pulse as shown in Fig. 3. Th
regions are identified as~A! region of coherence buildup;~B!
region of steady-state behavior;~C! region of coherence de
cay in the absence of laser light.

Region A.In this region the coherencedmm8 builds up at a
rate characteristic of the various relaxation rates. It can
calculated from the density matrix rate equations given e
lier. We define

d85dmm82dmm . ~44!

As in the previous analysis we neglect the effect of the
field on the density matrix elements. Equations~11!, ~12!,
and ~13! can be written as
si-
.
he

e

e
r-

f

d

dt
dmm81$ iVm1g2%dmm852 i ~vR/2!d8, ~45!

d

dt
d81~ 1

2 !$ iVm1G* %d852 i ~vR/2!2 ivRdmm8 ,

~46!

whereVm stands for (v212vm8m). It is readily observed tha
the optical coherenced8 responds to a perturbation at a ra
of the order ofG* while dmm8 responds at a rate of the orde
of g2 . This means that the optical coherence reaches

FIG. 3. Identification of the various regions for a laser pulse,
studied in the text. Coherence builds up in regionA. Steady state is
reached in regionB. In regionC, the atoms evolve freely at angula
frequencyvm8m and the coherence decays to zero.
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equilibrium value much faster than the rf coherence,G* be-
ing of the order of 108– 109, while g2 is of the order of
102– 103. Consequently, in order to solve these two eq
tions it is possible to use an approximation in which t
optical coherence builds up rapidly while during that tim
the rf coherence stays at a negligible value. After t
buildup the optical coherence follows adiabatically the rf c
herence. It is then straightforward to solve the two equati
simultaneously. We obtain

dmm8
r

52
~G8/2!~g21G8!

~g21G8!21Vm
2 H 12e2~g21G8!tcosVmt

1
Vm

~g21G8!
e2~g21G8!tsin VmtJ , ~47!

dmm8
i

52
~G8/2!~g21G8!

~g21G8!21Vm
2

3H 2
Vm

~g21G8!
~12e2~g21G8!tcosVmt !

1e2~g21G8!tsin VmtJ . ~48!

The power output, given by Eq.~39! with Dvc50, evolves
as

Pdiss5
1
2 N\v12k

G82

~g21G8!21Vm
2

3$11e22~g21G8!t22e2~g21G8!tcosVmt%. ~49!

It is readily observed that the power output is modula
upon buildup atVm , the frequency difference betweenv21,
and the atomic frequencyvm8m . WhenVm50, the buildup
characteristic time is related to the time constant,

tp51/~g21G8!. ~50!

Region B.In this region, equilibrium is reached and th
power output is given by Eq.~42!.

Region C.In this region, the laser radiation is absent a
the atoms evolve freely at their frequencyvm8m in the pres-
ence of the cavity field. The coherence decays at the ratg2
from its equilibrium value at the end of the laser pulse. T
power can be obtained directly from Eq.~42! by multiplying
the final value by (exp22g2). However, some insight is ob
tained into the behavior of the ensemble by using a s
consistent approach in which the power given by the ato
is made equal to the power dissipated in the cavity. In or
to develop such an approach, we use the rate equations~8!,
~9!, and~10! with the optical Rabi frequency set to zero. W
have

d

dt
rm8m85Im ibdmm82~g1/2!~rm8m82rmm!, ~51!

d

dt
rmm52Im ibdmm82~g1/2!~rmm2rm8m8!, ~52!
-

s
-
s

d

e

f-
s
r

d

dt
dmm81$ i ~v r f 2vm8m!1g2%dmm8

52~b/2!~rm8m82rmm!, ~53!

wherev r f is the frequency of the rf field in the cavity. Th
problem is reduced to one of magnetic resonance. The s
tion of this set of equations may be done exactly as in R
@16#, @17#, and@18# as if we were in presence of stimulate
emission. The only difference is the condition at the orig
after the light pulse. In the case of Ref.@17# the coherence
was produced by means of ap/2 pulse following a light
pulse that created an almost complete population invers
In the present case we have a coherence produced by
without population inversion. The power given by the atom
results from transitions from levelm8 to levelm and is given
by

Pat5
1
2 \vm8mNF d

dt
D G

rf

, ~54!

where D is the population difference (rm8m82rmm) and
where the subscript rf indicates that only transitions cau
by the rf field are considered. The power dissipated in
cavity is given by Eq.~37!. The system of equations i
solved for the casev r f 5vm8m . The coherence at the tim
origin may be thought of as being produced by ap/2 pulse
applied on an ensemble which had been prepared in a p
dostate of population inversionDp given by

Dp5~rm8m82rmm!p5
~vR

2/G* !

~g21vR
2/G* !

. ~55!

The power output is obtained by equating the power giv
by the atoms to that dissipated in the cavity@Eq. ~38!#. It is
found that

^b2&b52kF d

dt
D G

rf

, ~56!

In the case of a small cell the field may be assumed ho
geneous over the ensemble and the Rabi frequency is g
by the relation

b522kd r . ~57!

This equation provides a simple means of evaluating the
plitude of the field in the cavity. Finally, one obtains

Pdiss5~ 1
2 !\vm8mNkDp

2e22g2tsech2$2~Dpk/g2!

3~12e22g2t!1tanh21~cosu1!%, ~58!

wherek is given by Eq.~40!, and whereu1 is the phase angle
or tipping of the magnetization. In the case of CPT the po
lations of the two ground levels are equal at the end of
light pulse. This situation is equivalent to the one that wou
be created in an ensemble of atoms whose ground s
populations had been inverted and whose difference of po
lation would be given by Eq.~54! and then submitted to a
p/2 pulse.
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As will be shown below in connection with the exper
mental results,k has a value of the order of 20. In that ca
the term sech2$ % is close to 1. There is thus no radiatio
damping. The power dissipated in the cavity can then
approximated to

Pdiss5~ 1
2 !\vm8mNkDp

2e22g2t, ~59!

as was concluded intuitively above.
The power observed at the coupling loop as given by

~43! decays at the rate 2g2 . A measurement ofPdissprovides
information on the coherence relaxation rateg2 while a mea-
surement of the buildup time constant provides informat
on the transverse pumping rateG8.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Apparatus

Experiments were done with two different systems. T
one shown in Fig. 4 was used for intensive measurem
on the dark line. It consists of a laser diode operating
852 nm~D2 transition! and a power output of about 15 mW
It is temperature controlled by means of a Peltier elem
and coupled to an external cavity with a grating for tuni
purposes. The injection current of the laser diode is mo
lated at the angular frequencyvm5vm8m/2, equal to
2p34.6 GHz. The two first sidebands of the resulting sp
trum separated by 9.2 GHz provide the two radiations
quired for coherent population trapping experiments in
sium @19,20#. In our experiments it was possible with som
diodes to obtain a frequency modulation indexm f;1. The
technique ensures a very high correlation between the
radiations used in theL scheme and avoids any divergen
encountered when two independent laser beams are u
The rf source is a frequency synthesizer driven by a sta

FIG. 4. Experimental arrangement used to observe the dark
The Fabry-Perot interferometer and thel meter are not shown in
the figure.
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quartz crystal oscillator. The behavior of the laser diode
monitored continuously with al meter and a Fabry-Pero
interferometer.

The cell is enclosed in a cylinder acting at the same ti
as a holding structure and an oven for controlling the te
perature. Many cylindrical cells 4 cm long and 4 cm in d
ameter containing cesium and various buffer gases w
used. These cells had been fabricated over twenty years
The characteristics of these cells had been extensively d
mined in previous work by means of the intensity optic
pumping technique@15# and some of the results were re
ported in Refs.@21# and @22#. Various tests on frequenc
shifts and relaxation rates showed that there was no vis
degradation of their original characteristics.

e.

FIG. 5. Lower-energy levels of cesium of interest in the pres
study.

FIG. 6. Experimental arrangement used to observe emissio
coherent radiation. MM is a copper metal mesh having a 90% tra
mission for the laser radiation.
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Fluorescence and light transmission are measured
silicon photodetectors placed at right angle to the cell an
the end of the ensemble, respectively. Signal detectio
done directly with an oscilloscope. A magnetic field of t
order of 400 mG providing the axis of quantization is crea
by a solenoid. This solenoid is surrounded by am-metal
magnetic shield to reduce ambient field fluctuations.

In the major part of the experiments to be described
are concerned mainly withDmF50 transitions and, in par
ticular, with the field independent O-O transition. The low
cesium atom energy levels of interest in the present work
shown in Fig. 5. A straightforward calculation with Clebsc
Gordan coefficients shows that the transitionS, F, mF
50↔P, F85F, mF50 is not allowed. Consequently, cir
cularly polarized light was used throughout the experime
and this was done with a linear polarizer followed by
quarter-wavelength plate as shown in Fig. 4.

In the coherent radiation emission experiments, ess
tially the same system was used except for the cell wh
was then made of quartz and placed inside a microwave
ity. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. The quartz ce
have a 2-cm diameter and a length of about 1 cm. The ca
is made of brass and is operated in the TE011 mode. The
loaded cavityQ, with an external coupling of 1~match con-
dition! is 3000. A hole is made on the side of the cavity
allow observation of fluorescence. The laser beam has a
ameter of 18 mm and enters into the cavity through a cop
metal mesh. The coherent microwave radiation emissio
detected with a spectrum analyzer that can be operated
in the frequency domain to observe the spectrum of emis
and in the time domain to make measurements on the
shape of the emitted radiation and on the transient beha
of the atomic ensemble.

FIG. 7. Dark lines observed in cesium in the case of a c
containing no buffer gas fors1 polarization. First sideband lase
power density: 1 mw/cm2. The amplitude of the seven lines, sep
rated by about 850 kHz, corresponds to the size of the trans
probabilities calculated from Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as in
cated in Table I.

TABLE I. Relative amplitudes of the dark lines shown in Fig.
in a cesium cell without buffer gas. The results are compared
those calculated from Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

Transition
~ground state! 2323 2222 2121 00 11 22 33

Calculated 1.06 1.21 1.16 1 0.78 0.49 0.2
Experiment 0.89 1.22 1.11 1 0.72 0.44 0.3
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B. The Cs dark lines

Total spectrum.The Dm50 dark lines of cesium were
observed directly by using the system of Fig. 4 and
sweeping the frequency of the synthesizer over a range
frequencies covering the whole spectrum. The fluoresce
signal observed in a cell without buffer gas is shown in F
7 for the case when the laser frequency is adjusted such
excite transitions between the ground levels and the P3/2, F
54 level. The linewidth is determined essentially by t
transit time of the atoms across the laser beam and is of
order of 100 kHz. The relative amplitude of the seven da
lines reflects directly the amplitude of the transition pro
abilities from the ground levels to theP3/2 state. This was
verified through a calculation using Clebsch-Gordan coe
cients. The results are reported in Table I. Similar resu
were obtained with both signs of circular polarization,s1 or
s2, as well as for transitions to theP3/2, F53 state.

O-O transitions.A Cs O-O dark line as observed with th
system of Fig. 4 and a cell containing methane as a bu
gas at a temperature of 20 °C is shown in Fig. 8. The cont
was about 1.5%, withG8;g2 , a value that agrees with ca
culations taking into account the fluorescence originat
from all allowed transitions and the presence of the buf
gas mixing the excited states. This result is reported in Ta
II with that obtained for the case where the cell does
contain a buffer gas for the caseG8@g2 .

The linewidth at half the height of the O-O transition w
measured for several cells containing various buffer ga
This was done as a function of laser power, the result
shown in Table III with other data of interest on the prope
ties of the cells. The narrowest linewidth is obtained w
neon at a pressure of 46 Torr and is about 50 Hz. This is

ll

n
i-

FIG. 8. Dark line observed for the Cs O-O transition in the ca
of methane is used as buffer gas; the methane pressure was 9
and the temperature was 20 °C;G8;g2 .

to

TABLE II. Dark line contrast, calculated and observed for t
O-O transition in cesium in the case of cells with or without buff
gases.

Contrast

Calculation Experiment

O-O transition

No buffer gas 6.2% 5%
Buffer gas 3.1% 2 to 3%
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agreement with the results reported by Brandtet al. @23#. The
widths reported are values obtained at room temperature
extrapolated to zero laser intensity. The laser intensity m
be varied both through attenuation of intensity with neut
density filters or by expansion of the beam. This last meth
has advantages since an increase in beam diameter incr
the number of atoms in interaction. The results for the c
of nitrogen are shown in Fig. 9.

The width of the dark line, as given by Eq.~1!, may be
written as

Dn1/25~1/p!~g21G8!. ~60!

In a cylindrical cell of lengthl and diametera, containing a
buffer gas at pressureP, g2 is given by@15#:

g25$~2.4/a!21~p/ l !2%D0~P0 /P!

1L0v rbggs2bg~P/P0!1g2se, ~61!

whereD0 is the diffusion constant of the cesium atoms in t
buffer gas,P0 corresponds to one atmosphere,L0 is the
Loschmidt constant,v rbg is the average relative velocity o
the cesium and buffer gas atoms,s2bg is the cesium–buffer

FIG. 9. Line width at half the height of the O-O transition
cesium in a cell containing nitrogen at a pressure of 7.4 Torr
room temperature, as a function of laser power, for two differ
sizes of cross section of laser beam:j, 2 mm2; d, 80 mm2.

TABLE III. Optical and microwave line widths studied in th
dark line experiments with the cylindrical cells (434 cm); ~1! cal-
culated from natural lifetime;~2! calculated from experimental dat
and using a Voigt profile;~3! limit extrapolated to zero powe
broadening;~4! measured with the free induction decay.

Buffer gas P ~Torr! Dvop ~MHz! G* /2p ~MHz! g2 /p (Hz)(3)

None 528 5~1!

Ne 45.8 962 690~2! 56a

Ne 37.4 47~4!

CH4 9.3 840 490~2! 268
CH4 17.5 980 720~2! 244
C3H8 19.7 962 690~2! 407
C4H10 11.5 927 650~2! 397
N2 19.0 80 ~4!

*See also Ref.@23#.
nd
y
l
d
ses
e

gas collision cross section andg2se is the coherence spin
exchange relaxation rate. At moderate pressures~. 10 to 20
Torr depending on the buffer gas!, diffusion to the walls of
the cell does not contribute much to relaxation. The first te
between brackets in Eq.~61! becomes negligible in compari
son to the second term, the cesium–buffer gas collision
laxation rate. At high temperatures, of the order of 50 °C,
density of cesium is such as to make spin exchange re
ation predominant.

Spin exchange relaxation.The coherence spin exchang
relaxation rate is given by@15#

g2se5Rnv̄ rsse ~62!

and the population relaxation rateg1se by

g1se5nv̄ rsse. ~63!

Here,n is the cesium density,v̄ r is the average relative ve
locity of the cesium atoms,sse is the cesium spin exchang
cross section equal to 2.18310214 cm2 and R is a factor
derived from the basic spin exchange process for a mani
of hyperfine levels. It is equal to@24,15#

R5
6I 11

8I 14
, ~64!

whereI is the nuclear spin.R gives the ratio ofg2 /g1 in spin
exchange processes. In the case of cesium,I 5 7

2 and R is
equal to 0.687. This relation has been verified in the cas
rubidium and hydrogen and found to be in agreement w
experimental data@18,25,26#. We have verified it in the
present case. The results are shown in Fig. 10 as a plot og1
againstg2 . The technique avoids the requirement of det
mining the actual density of cesium in the cell which is
rather inaccurate operation. The measurements were d
with the system shown in Fig. 6 in which intensity optic
pumping was used. In this case the laser was operated w
out microwave modulation, its frequency tuned to theS1/2,
F53 to P3/2 transition. It was pulsed by means of th
acousto-optic modulator. This laser pulse, causing an in
sion of population, was followed by ap/2 microwave pulse
at 9.2 GHz, and the delayed pulse technique describe
Ref. @18# was used to obtain values ofg2 andg1 as a func-

t
t

FIG. 10. Experimental data on spin exchange relaxation ra
The value ofg2 is plotted against the valueg1 as measured by the
free induction decay.
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tion of the cesium density that was controlled by the c
temperature. It is observed that the experimental data i
agreement with Eqs.~62!–~64! within experimental errors.

C. Coherent microwave emission

1. Continuous operation

The experimental arrangement of Fig. 6 was used to m
sure the coherent microwave radiation emitted by the ces
atoms when driven into a coherent state by the laser s
bands in theL scheme. A typical spectrum is shown in Fi
11 for the field-independent O-O transition with the cell co
taining nitrogen at a pressure of 19 Torr and the laser in
sity adjusted to haveG8 approximately equal to 10g2 . The
temperature was 48 °C. The emission takes place at twice
laser modulation frequency. The power output is 1
310213 W and the signal to noise ratio is 104 with a reso-
lution bandwidth of 1 kHz. The spectral profile of the em
sion can also be observed by scanning the laser modula
frequency over the width of the emission. The result
shown for the same cell in Fig. 12; the emission profile
Lorentzian in agreement with Eq.~42! and is centered a
vm8m , taking into account the second-order Zeeman s
and the buffer gas shift. The emitted power can be calcula

FIG. 11. Spectrum of the coherent emission of microwave
diation in the case of a cell containing nitrogen at a pressure o
Torr. Power at the peak, 140 fW; vertical axis, 5 dB/div.; cent
frequency, 9 192 651 130 Hz; resolution bandwidth, 1 kHz; vid
bandwidth, 1 kHz.

FIG. 12. Spectral profile of the coherent emission. The bu
gas is nitrogen at a pressure of 19 Torr and the cell temperatu
45 °C; central frequency, 9 192 651 GHz; resolution bandwidth
kHz; video bandwidth, 3 kHz. The power at the peak is 60 f
G8;3g2 .
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with the help of Eqs.~42! and ~43!. The density is obtained
from the contribution of spin exchange relaxation to the r
g2 . The value ofG8 is obtained from the broadening of th
emission line or the buildup rate. The volume of the atoms
interaction is evaluated from the size of the cell and
diameter of the laser beam. It is also realized that only th
atoms in levelsmF50 contribute to the emission. The filling
factor, evaluated from geometry, is approximately 0.2. W
a loadedQ of 3000 and a coupling of 1, we obtain

k;20 s21.

With a cavity coupling coefficientb51, and a cable loss o
3 dB we finally obtain

Pout;3310213 W,

which is of the order of magnitude of the power observed
the experiment. The value ofd r can also be calculated from
the transverse pumping rate and the coherence relaxa
rate. Using Eq.~57! it is then possible to evaluate the Ra
frequencyb. It is of the order of 15 s

21
, thus rather small. This

justifies the approach used in the perturbation analysis in which
coherence created by the laser was treated independently o
effect of the rf field on the density matrix elements.

The power output was also measured as a function of
temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 13 for two c
containing nitrogen~19 Torr! and neon~37 Torr!. The power
emitted by the cell containing nitrogen increases with te
perature while that containing neon appears to reach a m
mum at a temperature above 45 °C. This behavior is belie
to be due to the property of the nitrogen buffer gas
quenching the fluorescence radiation@27#. In the case of
neon, the fluorescence emitted by the cesium atoms ex
transitions in the ensemble and causes a loss of optical
herence. The fluorescence is said to optically pump the

-
9
l
o

r
is

3
;

FIG. 13. Power output as a function of temperature for the ca
when neon~j! ~37 Torr! and nitrogen~d!~19 Torr! are used as
buffer gases. The laser beam diameter is 6 mm.
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tem in a random way. With nitrogen the fluorescence is
duced by several orders of magnitude and there is a red
loss of coherence due to this effect.

2. Transient operation

Emission of microwave radiation for the laser opera
under pulse mode gives information on the atomic sys
parameters. A typical result is shown in Fig. 14 for thr
laser intensities for the case in which nitrogen is used as
buffer gas. In that experiment the laser pulse was 6 ms l
and its rise time and fall time were of the order of 1ms, thus
completely negligible in comparison to the decay times a
the buildup times of the coherence. The three regions id
tified in the theoretical analysis are clearly visible. In th
figure, the sidebands are tuned to the optical transition w
the microwave angular frequency is tuned to the hyper
angular frequencyvm8m .

Figure 15~a! shows the detailed emission behavior at t
beginning of the laser pulse for the case when the microw
angular frequency is detuned from the resonant angular
quency vm8m by Vm52p32 kHz. The ringing is clearly
visible. Its frequency is the difference between the mic
wave and the hyperfine resonance frequency as predicte
theory. Furthermore, this ringing disappears when
steady-state emission is reached towards the end of the
pulse. In that region the emission frequency is that of
difference frequencyv21 between the sidebands. Figu
15~b! is a computer simulation using Eq.~49! for the same
situation as that shown in Fig. 15~a!. It is in agreement with
the general behavior of the experimental observation.

The power buildup time is related totp51/(g2

1vR
2/G* ) @see Eq.~49!# and onceg2 is evaluated from mea

surements on the decay time the transverse pumping ratG8
can be determined. It is found experimentally that optim
signals ~amplitude versus linewidth! are obtained withG8
approximately equal tog2 . After the laser pulse, the emis
sion of power decays at the rate 2g2 and gives a means o
measuringg2 . In that caseg2 is of the order of 500 s21.

Figure 16 shows the spectrum of the microwave emiss
when the laser is switched on and off for equal periods of
ms, a period much longer than the characteristic times

FIG. 14. Output power as measured in the transient mode
three laser intensities. Buffer gas, nitrogen at 19 Torr; cell temp
ture, 45 °C.~a! G8;10g2 , P0590 fW, tp50.2 ms. ~b! G8;g2 ,
P0530 fW, tp51.0 ms. ~c! G8;0.2g2 , P053 fW, tp51.7 ms.
Vertical axis, 5 dB/div.; lF bandwidth, 10 kHz; video bandwidth, 1
kHz. The free decay time constant is 1 ms.
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volved in the CPT process. The coherent emission is
served at the frequency (v22v1)/2p together with the spec
trum due to the free decay of the magnetization, which
centered on the hyperfine frequencyvm8m/2p; its width is
;200 Hz;g2 /p.

IV. APPLICATION TO ATOMIC FREQUENCY
STANDARDS

A. Frequency locking systems and frequency stability

Both the dark line and the coherent microwave emiss
can be used for the implementation of an atomic freque
standard. In both cases, the frequency microwave gene

or
a-

FIG. 15. ~a! Behavior of the coherent microwave emission at t
beginning of the laser pulse for three laser intensities whenVm

52p32.0 kHz. ~a! G8510g2 ; ~b! G855g2 ; ~c! G852g2 . Buffer
gas is nitrogen at 19 Torr and cell temperature is 45 °C. Vert
axis, 5 dB/div.~b! Computer simulation of Eq.~49! for the same
situation as in~a!. Vertical axis: 5 dB/div.

FIG. 16. RF spectrum of the coherent emission~a! and of the
free decay~b! of the magnetization. Vertical axis, 5 dB/div.; reso
lution bandwidth, 100 Hz. Buffer gas is nitrogen at 19 Torr and c
temperature is 45 °C.Vm/2p51.6 kHz.
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used to modulate the laser frequency and create the coh
population trapping can be locked to the hyperfine resona
frequency. In the case of the dark line the locking is done
the maximum of the resonance line observed while in
case of microwave emission the locking is done at the m
mum of power emitted. Systems have been constructed
achieving these locking and results are published elsew
@28#. For example, in the case of a bench system lockin
crystal oscillator to the coherent emission of radiation, a f
quency stability of the order of 5310212 was observed ove
an averaging time of 100 s. Similar results were obtained
the case of the dark line. These are very promising res
considering that the systems used were opened to env
mental fluctuations.

B. Frequency shifts

In the realization of a frequency standard, attention m
be paid to the various frequency shifts present in the
semble, which, if not properly controlled, can affect the fr
quency stability of the standard. In the systems descri
above, the hyperfine frequency is perturbed by several p
nomena. The frequency of the O-O transition is given by

n~O-O!5nCs1DnB1Dnbg1DnLS , ~65!

where nCs as given by the definition of the time unit, i
9 192 631 770 Hz,DnB is the magnetic field shift,Dnbg is
the shift created by collisions between the buffer gas and
cesium atoms andDnLS is the light shift.

Magnetic field shift.The O-O transition is affected by th
magnetic field only in second order. A calculation using t
Breit-Rabi formula gives a shift equal to@15#

DnB5427.453108B0
2 ~66!

whereB0 is expressed in Tesla. In the experiments descri
above the field was of the order of 431025 T ~400 mg! and
the frequency shift was of the order of 70 Hz. This was do
in order to counteract small residual field inhomogeneit
and to obtain well-resolved resonance lines. In practice w
a properly designed and well-shielded system a m
smaller field can be used.

Buffer gas shift.The shift caused by collisions with th
buffer gas is given by@15#

Dnbg5P0@b01d0~T2T0!1g0~T2T0!2#, ~67!

whereP0 is the buffer gas pressure,b0 is the pressure shif
coefficient,d0 and g0 are the first- and second-order tem
perature coefficients, respectively, andT is the temperature
of the ensemble of atoms. The temperatureT0 is the refer-
ence temperature at which the coefficients are measured
pressure shifts and temperature coefficients may be neg
or positive depending on the buffer gas used. In the exp
ments on the dark line, the cells contained the followi
buffer gases: nitrogen, neon, methane, and several o
buffer gases in the CnH2n12 group. Measurements of th
various coefficients have been reported by Beverini, Strum
and Rovera@22#. The buffer gas pressure in all cells was
the order of tens of Torr causing frequency shifts of the or
of a few kHz. These frequency shifts were measured in
cells and found to agree with the published data within
ent
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perimental errors. In practice, in the case of the implemen
tion of practical frequency standards using buffer gases
mixture of these buffer gas is used to reduce the tempera
coefficient. This technique can also be used in the pres
systems.

Light shift. The light shift is an effect that appears whe
the laser frequency is detuned from the central frequenc
the optical transitions@29#. In the calculation we have as
sumed that the two sidebands have equal amplitudes. If
remove this condition and solve Equations~11!–~13! as we
did before, we find that the dark line and the coherent em
sion central frequency is shifted by

DvLS52
1

4 S D0

~G* /2!21D0
2D @v1R

2 2v2R
2 #, ~68!

where it is assumed that the two lasers are detuned from
optical resonances by the same quantityD0 . As was de-
scribed above, a single laser modulated at a subharmon
the hyperfine frequency was used throughout the exp
ments to create the two coherent radiations required in
observation of the CPT phenomenon. In such a case, a
tuning of the laser causes an equal frequency shift of the
sidebands. It is readily observed that if the two laser rad
tions have equal amplitude, the optical Rabi frequencies
equal and the light shift vanishes. This is intuitively expect
since in such a situation the interference property inheren
CPT prevents excitation of atoms to theP state. Since no
excitations take place there is no light shift.

We have measured the frequency of the coherent mi
wave emission peak as a function of the detuning of the la
central frequency. For this experiment, the microwave f
quency was locked to the maximum of the emission
means of standard servo loop techniques@28# and the laser
frequency was varied by adjusting the injection current. T
laser sidebands were equal within experimental error. T
results are shown in Fig. 17. It is observed that the first-or
light shift is absent as expected from Eq.~68!. Other experi-
ments made in situations where the sidebands amplit
were different by a factor of the order of ten showed t
presence of a large linear light shift. In the present ca
however, a small residual second-order frequency shif

FIG. 17. Fractional frequency shift of the coherent microwa
emission peak vs laser detuningD0 . The buffer gas is nitrogen a
19 Torr and the cell temperature is 45 °C. Laser power is such a
haveG85g2 .
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present. It may be due to second-order effects that are
taken into account in the first-order perturbation appro
developed above, such as the presence of a residual c
and the presence of other sidebands in the laser spectru

Cavity pulling in the coherent microwave emission a
proach.The effect of the cavity tuning on the frequency
the coherent microwave emission can be calculated from
~42! in the limit of b!Dv1/2. The amplitude of the powe
output is function of the cavity frequency tuning. Cons
quently a technique that locks the frequency of the mic
wave generator to the maximum of emission will be affec
by the cavity tuning. The effect can be calculated by diff
entiating Eq.~42! with respect tov21 to obtain the maximum
of emission. The maximum appears atv21 max for the condi-
tion

~v21 max2vm8m!5S QL

Qat
D 2

~v21 max2vc!, ~69!

where Qat is the resonance line quality factor defined
(vm8m/2pDn1/2). The frequency at the maximum of emi
sion is thus displaced by a cavity detuning. However,
apparent frequency shift caused by the cavity detuning
attenuated by the square of the ratio of the loaded cavityQL
to the atomic lineQat. In the present setup this ratio is of th
order of 1024. The attenuation is thus 108, making the effect
negligible. Other frequency shifts such as the spin excha
frequency shift and the Bloch-Siegert effect are negligible
comparison to the buffer gas and magnetic frequency sh
@15#.

V. CONCLUSION

In the present paper we have used a perturbation ana
to obtain transparent analytical expressions for the phen
enon of coherent population trapping. We have obtaine
-
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simple expression for the dark line and we have shown
in the case of alkali atoms such as cesium, CPT leads to
emission of coherent microwave radiation at the hyperfi
frequency, easily detected with the help of a microwave c
ity. This phenomenon could be interpreted as stimulated
herent Raman emission at the ground state hyperfine
quency. The resulting device may also be said to belong
the group of atomic oscillators such as the hydrogen and
rubidium masers@30,31#. Experiments were reported tha
confirm the results of the theoretical analysis.

Both phenomena, the dark line and the coherent mic
wave emission, can be used for the implementation of a
quency standard with interesting characteristics. In parti
lar, the problem of frequency multiplication inherent in th
standard intensity optical pumping approach is relax
through direct frequency multiplication in the laser diod
There is no first-order light shift. In the case of the dark li
there is no cavity required for excitation at the hyperfi
frequency. Finally, in the case of coherent microwave em
sion, the cavity pulling is reduced to a negligible value.

This work could be extended to the cases of rubidium
~3.04 GHz! and rubidium 87~6.83 GHz!. Future experiments
could be oriented towards a better understanding of the l
shift and towards the practical implementation of a fr
quency standard based on either effects, the dark line or
coherent emission of microwave radiation.
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